MAKE THE CALL
Calling your elected officials is simple AND effective.

If you would like more information, please contact your District Rapid Response Coordinator or call:

USW RAPID RESPONSE
412-562-2291
WWW.USWRR.ORG

Rapid Response information is shared through email. We also text action requests and information. To sign up for emails, visit the Rapid Response website at www.uswrr.org. To sign up for texting, text uswrapid to the number 69866. We don’t text often - only when it really counts! You can stop at any time. Standard rates apply.
I'm not that familiar with the issue. What do I say?

Don't feel like you need to be an expert. Whenever Rapid Response asks for calls, we include suggested things to say. Most importantly:

• Tell the person your name and where you are from. It is important for the office to know you live in the district or state they are representing.

• Share your position on the issue you are calling about. Make sure to reference the bill number, the name of the bill, and any other pertinent information (reference the Rapid Response information for these details).

Most calls only take a minute. The staffer answering the phone often only wants to know who you are, where you are from, and if you support or oppose an issue so it can be noted. That's it!

I've never called before. I'm nervous!

Most people are surprised at how easy it is after making their first call. However, you can also call after business hours and leave a message on your Senator or Representative’s voicemail.

I was't able to get through. Now what?

Sometimes when Congress is debating a major issue, high call volume can overwhelm an office. You can try calling the district offices instead. Please report to Rapid Response if this is happening. Find out the phone numbers by looking up your Representative or Senators at www.house.gov or www.senate.gov.

Calling State Lawmakers:

Every state has a different structure. We will adjust our instructions on Action Calls as needed. Most of the same principles for calling U.S. Senators and Representatives apply. For the greatest chance of easily connecting with your state lawmakers, join our mobile alerts and make sure to provide your address: text USWRapid to 69866.